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THE "TRAUTENFELS STUDY" 

The Trautenfels Study was a traffic study in the framework of 

a project dealing with the traffic on Austrian transit routes. 

This project was financed by the Burdesanstalt flr StraBezwesen 

in Germany and by the Ministry of Science.in Austria and the 

Austrian Road Safety Board. 

Main Aims of the Study 

o Description of typical behavior of car drivers belonging to 

different nationalities in order to get hints how to influence 
d 

the behavior of those groups (the conflict registration was done 

out of the car following the subject's cars). 

o Diagnosis of selected dangerous spots. in the Austrian traffic 

road network. 	• 

o Modification of those spots based on the conflict registrations, 

and after studies in order to analyse the changes in traffic behavior 

Behavior Obser7ations 

were done out cf a car following the subjects"cars; thepr:bability 

of any selected subject lea7ing the zain road was very love, so it 

was quite easy 	get samples big enzugh to provide for data Which 

can be compared zo each other. Observations were done wit fust the 

knowledge of the observed subjects, thus half an hour was sufficient 

to collect all the data necessary. H:wever, on federal roads, where 

the observations were done, very Sew =onflicts hapDened dring half-

hour-rides, so we could not use conflict numbers as criteria for the 

description of typical behavior of different nationalities. 

Diagnosis of Dan gerous Spots, Counter Measures and After -Studies, 

however, were based on on-the-spot-rezistration of traffic-conflicts. 

Interrate Correlation 

As known, up to aow no satisfying corre.lations bezween traffic-

conflicts and accident data could be sound in order to pro:5 that 

traffic-confliczs and accident data iediate the same problems. 

However, there are very important pre-conditions for validation 

studies in this respect: 
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- Critical events - especially traffic conflicts -

have to be registered with sufficient reliability 

- Different observers looking at the same events should 

register the same things 

The consequences resulting from conflict observations 

of different teams should be comparable (of course, 

considering typical national differences in coping with 

traffic problems). 	• 

Aims of Internation CocPeration 

Within the framework of the project we aimed at two things: 

1. Comparison of the prccesses leading to countermeasures, and 

evaluation of countermeasures. 

Austrian experts had done diagnosis on 12 spots in the Austrian 

transit-route-network, they had suggested counter-measures on 

selected six of those spots and analysed the situation after 

the setting of the c:untermeasures. Those steps should be 

compared with similar steps of none-Austrian teams; the compari-

son should -ce done vioariously on two of -he six modified spots. 

2. _omparison :f diagncsIs: Diagnosls  itself should be analyzed, 

-iicariously comparinz the Austrian diagnosis of one sp:t to the 

results of _overal cther non-Austrian teats. Ttd.s comParison 

was done after the s-.- --.7ting of countermeasures, the ncn-Austrian 

teams not being informed a:-)out the -nature :f the countermeasures. 

Ca2ibration 

a quantiative 

ce7.Parison of a number _ff different teams of conflict observers 

it is necessary that data themselves be quantitatively comparab12. 

This pre-condition is not in itself provided for when looking at 

results of different countries. In order to rake data comParable, 

we have to calibrate them. The most important calibration study 

up to now was the one done in Malmö. Cooperation in Trautenfels 

done to provide a kind c:5 an internal validation for diagnosis- 



data was a good opportunity to collect more data for 
calibration-calculations, and, what is more, on a type of 
intersection which up to now was analyzed quite rarely. 

Working Plan 

In pre-tests resp. in the before-study - the international work v.as 
done parallely to the after-study - tNe Austrian team had counted between 

1 and 5 conflicts per jour on the junction of the national roads 
(3 308 / B 345 / B 146 / B 75) in TIAautenfels. For methodological 
work on calibration, though, at least 5o conflicts obser7ed-by 
at least 2 teams were needed. In order to get that number, 3o hours 
of observation were planned, almost half of them during week-end 
traffic. 
The teams taking part - Finland, France, Israel, the Netherlands, 
Sweden, the United States of America and Austria - . should take 
their place at the junction as they were use -1 to,trying, though 
not to catch the traffic-participant's eye too much. The minimum 
number of observers ne:essary to cover the cross-road should be 
present at any time of the observation peric7:. All the teams 
azr2ed on the inner jun:tion area as being the actual observation 
area (see figure 1). E:wever, observers were allow.ed to :over 
a larger part of the cr:ss-road than the act.:al observation area, 
a::arding to t .neir usual way of looking at si=llar road-sections. 
The only pre-condition was, that every team should cover all of t'ne 
aztual observation area. 

Resulting Data 

1. 166 conflicts were zathered, 81 cf them ware observed by at 
least two teams. Data were passed on to the SWOV in the ::ether-
lands for calculation. 
In the framework of the Trautenfels calibration study we tried 
to get answers to some special questions connected to calibration 
problems: 

o i= the situation judged as a conflict by other teams was not 
regisered as a conflict by one special teamI that team should try 
to specify what the reason was for missing the conflict using 
the video recordings of the collected traffic-conflicts (e.g. 
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conflict outside observation area; at the border of observation 

-Etrea; not seeh 'drom .thé -observer's post; view temporarily 

obstructed 	by a truck; observer distracted, etc.) 

o If the situation was considered not a conflict what were the 

reasons,(e.g. no colition course; no evasive action; evasive 

action not an emergency action, but a preventive one; no 

surprise, communication among rcad-users, no violation of right- . 
of-way, etc.; time to accident too large, minimum time to 

collision too large, relation speed-distance mediates no danger; 

relation speed TTC or TTA mediates no danger; mistake of judgement)7 

2. Also using video recordings -he teams shculd try to reconstruct 

their decision on the severity cl the conflict (speed; speed 

related to TTC or TTA; distance between road-users versus speed; 

strength of the evasive action; elements of surprise, e.g. 

visibility, violation of right-et-way, etc.; probabllity of 

collision; outcome: prebability of injury, e.g. type of road-

user.s involved, angle of collision, etc.). 

3. If a traffic conflict was no= registered by one seecial team 

because it was missed =his team should try to relocate that eyent 

cn the se-rerity-scale using the video-tape, if possnle. 

2ea1ing with these '3uestions we expected some info/.mation about 

the criteria influencing the reliability of conflict registration. 

rother aim was to make the processes of decision concerning 

severity cl traffic ccnflicts clearer. 

More information about data processing and calibraticn results, 

see report of Siem Oppe and Ric-nard van der Horst. 




